
Model Congress Project
OVERVIEW

Drafting Legislation:

 � Students will simulate the operation 
of the United States House of 
Representatives. Each student will be a 
full voting member of the House. 

 � Each student will write a unique piece 
of legislation on a topic of their choice. 
They are encouraged to pick a topic they 
believe is important, and a topic that can 
be addressed by the law at the local, state, 
or national level. 

Parties and Committee Assignments: 

 � Teacher assigns party membership 
(Democrats and Republicans) randomly, 
mirroring proportion of each party in the 
current Congress.

 � Students will elect Party Leaders and a 
Speaker of the House. 

 � Many will serve as Committee Chairs 
or Clerks. Each “member” will also 
serve on one of the four committees: 

Appropriations, Education and the 
Workforce, Judiciary, or Ways and Means.

Committee Hearings:

 � Each committee will be assigned an equal 
or nearly equal number of bills to review. 

 � They will hold hearings and hear 
testimony from and question three 
witnesses on each bill. 

 � They will conduct a markup session to 
discuss and amend the bill, vote to either 
report the bill to the full House or kill the 
bill. 

House Vote:

 � Bills that survive the committee screen 
will go to the House floor for debate and 
vote. 

 � The simulation concludes with the veto 
and override process in which the teacher 
plays the role of the president.
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Procedures:

 � Students must follow formal procedure 
and guidelines throughout the 
simulation, including addressing each 
other as “Representative [Last name].” 

Timeline:
 � Bill-writing process

 � Convene and organize the House

 � Bill introductions and committee hearing 
registrations

 � Committee hearings

 � Party Caucus

 � House Session

 � Veto/Override/Adjourn

OBJECTIVES 
 � Students will participate in a mock House 

of Representatives session where they 
write bills, introduce bills, debate and 
discuss bills in committees, take votes, 
and understand overrides of vetoes.

 � Students will understand the process of 
how a bill does or does not become a law.

RECOMMENDED TIME

275–360 minutes

MATERIALS LIST 
 � Handout A: House Bill Writing Directions

 � Handout B: House Bill Sample 1

 � Handout C: House Bill Sample 2

 � Handout D: Model House 
Grading Overview 

 � Handout E: Bill-Writing Rubric

 � Handout F: House Folder:

Bill Roster

House Calendar

House Clerk Job Description

Speaker of the House Job Description

 � Handout G: Two Party Folders:

Republican Party Sign or 
Democratic Party Signs 

Republican Party Roster or 
Democratic Party Roster 

Republican Party Platform or 
Democratic Party Platform 

Party Clerk Job Description

Party Leader Job Description

Party Whip Job Description

Roles

Nametags for students (students 
will create their own)

 � Handout H: Four Committee Folders:

Committee Signs (one 
for each committee) 

Blank Committee Roster

Blank Hearing Calendar

Committee Chair Job Description

Committee Clerk Job Description
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 � Handout I: Bill Introduction—
Speaker and Clerk Briefing

 � Handout J: Assignment of Bills 
to Committees—Information for 
the Speaker of the House

 � Handout K: Committee Procedures

 � Handout L: Witness Form

 � Handout M: Amendment Form

 � Handout N: Committee Tally 
Sheet (copies for each bill dis-
cussed in Committee hearings)

 � Handout O: House Session Procedures

 � Handout P: Caucus Procedures

 � Handout Q: Caucus Position 

 � Handout R: House Tally Sheet

 � Handout S: Veto

 � Handout T: Override Procedure

CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES
 � Limited government

 � Representative government

 � Consent of the governed

 � Rule of law 

 � Separation of Powers

STANDARDS 
 � National Council for the 

Social Studies (NCSS)  

D2.Civ.9.6-8, D2.Civ.9.9-12, 
D2.Civ.10.6-8, D2.Civ.10.9-12, 
D2.Civ.12.6-8, D2.Civ.12.9-12, 
D2.Civ.13.6-8, D2.Civ.13.9-12

 � Center for Civic Education (CCE) 

9-12 Content Standards: II: 
A, II:D, III: B, III: C

 � UCLA Department of History: National 
Center for History in the Schools, United 
States History Content Standards (NCHS) 

Era 3: Standard 3, Era 10: Standard 2
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KEY TERMS 
 � House of Representatives 

 � United States 
Representative

 � Committee

 � Speaker of the House

 � Markup

 � Appropriations

 � Judiciary

 � Ways and Means

 � Political parties

 � Democrat 

 � Republican

 � Party Clerk

 � Party Leader

 � Party Whip

 � House Clerk

 � Committee Chair

 � Committee Clerk

 � Hopper

 � Testify

 � Witness

 � Amendment 

 � Override

 � Veto

 � Caucus

 � Roster

 � Adjourn
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Activity Directions

Activity I: How to Write A Bill  »   45 minutes plus time to write bill

A. Create student packets including each of the following items:

 � Handout A: House Bill Writing Directions

 � Handout B: House Bill Sample 1

 � Handout C: House Bill Sample 2

 � Handout D: Model House Grading Overview 

 � Handout E: Bill-Writing Rubric

B. Distribute student handout packet to each student and have them read and review the 
requirements silently. 

C. Review the step by step directions for writing a bill including topic, process, structure, 
appropriations, and penalties. Have students refer to the sample bills for clarification. Answer 
clarifying questions about the process. 

D. Also discuss the grading procedures and rubric with students. 

E. If time remains, have students begin to research and write their bills using the format provided in 
the handouts. You may assign bill writing as homework or as an in-class activity depending on the 
time allotted. 

F. While these activities focus on the House of Representatives, it may be beneficial to have your 
students research the differences between House and Senate rules and procedures for committee 
work, voting, and debating. Some key topics may include:

 � Filibusters

 � Representation of states versus districts

 � Advice and consent on treaties, foreign policy, and executive branch nominations

 � Trying impeachments

 � Term length 

 � Committee structure 

 � Leadership and parties 
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Activity II: Convene and Organize the House  »   45 minutes

A. Before class starts, compile the following resources:

 � Box or tray to be used as the Hopper

 � Gavel 

 � Tent cards for students

 � Party pins for students

 � Create the House Folder with these resources:

a. Bill Roster

b. House Calendar

c. House Clerk Job Description

d. Speaker of the House Job Description

 � Create two Party Folders with these resources:

a. Republican Party Roster or Democratic Party Roster 

b. Republican Party Platform or Democratic Party Platform 

c. Party Clerk Job Description

d. Party Leader Job Description

e. Party Whip Job Description

f. Speaker of the House Job Description

g. Nametags for students

 � Create four Committee Folders with these resources:

a. Committee Signs (one for each committee) 

b. Blank Committee Roster

c. Blank Hearing Calendar

d. Committee Chair Job Description

e. Committee Clerk Job Description

 � Place the Republican Party and Democratic Party signs on each side of the room.

 � Place the Committee Signs in each corner of the room. 

B. Have students pick up a nametag as they enter the classroom. They should put Representative and 
their last name on the nametag (leaving room for their role title) and take out their completed bill 
as they sit down. 
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C. Collect the students’ bills and instruct students that they should address each other as 
“Representative [Last Name]”. Remind students that each one of them is a full voting member of the 
House of Representatives, though the Speaker is not a voting member except in the case of a tie.

D. On the board, list the titles of the jobs that will need to be filled. The elected positions will be the 
Party Clerk, Party Leader, Party Whip, Speaker, and House Clerk. The selected positions will be 
four Committee Chairs and four Committee Clerks. After the election, ask students to pick up the 
name tag with their new role listed on it. 

E. You may divide the class randomly into Democratic and Republican Parties. Or, for extra challenge, 
you might consider assigning students to the opposite party than the one they actually prefer. 
Mirror the real House by designating the party that currently holds a majority as the Majority Party. 
Give that party a thin majority of members.  For example, with a class of 22, 12 majority and 10 
minority members

F. Direct students to move to the area of the room where their party sign is located and form a Party 
Caucus. Explain that a Party Caucus is a meeting of the party. 

G. Read aloud the job description of the Party Clerk.  Direct the parties to nominate and elect a Clerk.  
Give the Party Clerk their job description and the Party Folder.

 � Direct Party Clerk to conduct election of Party Leader, Whip, and (only for the Majority Party) 
Speaker per instructions on their job descriptions in the Party Folder.

 � Hand out additional job descriptions to Party Leaders, Whips, and the Speaker as they are 
elected. Explain to students how the Speaker is elected in the real House.

H. Conduct an election for House Clerk and give the House Clerk job description and House Folder.

I. Assign students to committees at random by party. Pre-plan the numbers to give the majority party 
a thin majority or equal numbers on each committee. Have students to go to their committee area 
based on the location of the committee sign. 

 � Have students determine the Committee Chair, who must be a majority party member. A 
suggestion is to use a variation of the seniority system by designating as Chair the oldest 
majority party member of the committee who does not yet have an additional office (Leader, 
etc.).

 � The Chair selects the Committee Clerk. This can be anyone from either party who does not yet 
have an additional office.

 � Give each Chair and Clerk their job description. Give the Clerk the Committee Folder and 
direct the Clerk to complete the Committee Roster with help from the other committee 
members.

J. Have students return to their Party Caucus.
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 � The remaining time should be used for parties to develop a tentative platform using research 
materials to determine your assigned party’s platform.

 � The Party Leader will recognize party members to propose issues (not specific bills) to vote on.

 � The Party Clerk will write them on Platform Sheet in the Party Folder.

 � The Party Clerk then conducts a vote on each issue and records result on Platform Sheet.

K. Vote is nonbinding on individual members (straw poll).

L. At end of class, give the Speaker and House Clerk Handout F: Bill Introduction—Speaker and 
Clerk Briefing. Direct them to review for homework. 

M. Give the Speaker Handout G: Assignment of Bills to Committees—Information for the 
Speaker of the House to study.

Activity III: Bill Introductions and Committee Hearing Registrations  »   60 minutes

A. Have House, Committee, and Party folders, nametags, and party pins ready in a basket for each 
class to pick up as they enter the room. 

B. Return the bills to students to think about how they will introduce their bill. 

 � Students will have one minute each to introduce their bill. 

 � Students will explain to members why their bill should be supported. They should focus on the 
big picture as the details will be discussed in hearings.

C. Committee Clerks should refer to their Hearing Calendar in the folder. 

 � Each committee will compete for bills to be assigned to them.

D. Direct the Speaker and the House Clerk to take out Handout F: Bill Introduction—Speaker 
and Clerk Briefing and Handout G: Assignment of Bills to Committees—Information for the 
Speaker of the House from the previous lesson. Answer any questions the Speaker and House 
Clerk may have about the procedures.

E. The Speaker and House Clerk should have Handouts F and G in front of them.  

F. Explain to the members that as bills are introduced the Speaker will assign them to a committee. 
The sponsor will deliver the bill to the assigned committee. 

G. Explain that members will volunteer today to testify on the bills, but that they will not testify until 
committee hearings are held. 

 � Each bill should have three witnesses—the sponsor, a proponent, and an opponent.
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 � Each bill sponsor should determine the proponent and opponent witnesses for their bill and 
remind them that they will need to read and research this. 

H. Yield to the Speaker to call the House to order and follow the procedure on Handout F: Bill 
Introduction—Speaker and Clerk Briefing. 

 � Continue until each bill has been introduced and is assigned to a committee.

 � If one or more committees do not have bills assigned to them, the Speaker may decide whether 
to allow those committee members to join other committees, act as witnesses, or perform other 
tasks.  

 � The Speaker and House Clerk should complete Handout G: Assignment of Bills to 
Committees—Information for the Speaker of the House.

I. At the end of class, give the Committee Chair and the Committee Clerk Handout H: Committee 
Procedures. Any participants who will be acting as witnesses should receive and complete 
Handout I: Witness Form.

Activity IV: Committee Hearings  »   20-45 minutes

A. Have House, Committee, and Party folders and nametags ready in a basket for each class to pick up 
as they enter the room.

B. Members should sit with their committees. 

C. Distribute many copies of Handout J: Amendment Form and Handout K: Committee Tally 
Sheet to the Committee Clerk. 

D. Brief the House Clerk and ensure that he or she has the Bill Roster and House Calendar available. 
Direct them to steps two and three in their job description when committees bring them the 
completed bills.

E. Brief all members on the general procedures from Handout H: Committee Procedures. Urge 
students to strictly follow the written procedures step-by-stop for each bill. 

F. Direct the Committee Clerks to read Handout H: Committee Procedures aloud to the members 
before the Chair selects the first Bill to be heard. Each committee will work to review the bills 
assigned to their committees simultaneously. 

G. When the hearings end, give the Speaker, House Clerk, Party Leaders, Party Whips, and Party 
Clerks Handout L: House Session Procedures to study for homework.

To save time, you may reduce the time to testify or question witnesses, and/or reduce the number of 
amendments allowed for each Bill. 
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Activity V: Party Caucus  »   90-135 minutes

H. Have House, Committee, and Party folders, nametags, and party pins ready in a basket for each 
class to pick up as they enter the room.

I. Members should sit with their party caucus. 

J. Give each Party Leader and Party Clerk Handout M: Caucus Procedure.

K. Give each Party Clerk Handout N: Caucus Position.

L. The Party Leader and Party Clerk of each party should review the procedures form with their 
party members. 

Activity VI: House Session  »   45 minutes

A. Have House and Party folders, nametags, and party pins ready in a basket for each class to pick up 
as they enter the room. Ensure that the Speaker has a gavel.

B. Have students sit with their party in the House Session. 

C. The Speaker and the House Clerk should be in the front of the room. 

D. Answer any questions from the House Clerk, Party Leaders and Whips, and Party Clerks.  

 � Distribute many copies of Handout O: House Tally Sheet to the House Clerk.

E. Brief other members quickly on the general House Session procedures. 

F. Yield to the Speaker.

G. The Speaker will then follow the directions on Handout L: House Session Procedures to conduct 
the House Session to discuss and vote on surviving Bills. 

Activity VII: Veto/Override/Adjourn  »   30-45 minutes

A. Prior to this step, review the Bills passed in the House Session and determine which to sign and 
which to veto using Handout P: Veto. Have the vetoed Bills ready to give to the Speaker. 

B. Have House and Party folders, nametags, and party pins ready in a basket for each class to pick up 
as they enter the room. Ensure that the Speaker has a gavel.

C. Give the Speaker and the House Clerk Handout Q: Override Procedure and review it with them 
away from other students.

D. Give the Speaker the first vetoed Bill. 
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E. Yield to the Speaker to follow Handout Q: Override Procedure. 

F. Continue until all Bills are reviewed.

G. The Speaker will adjourn the House.

H. Debrief the activity with students by having them reflect on their experiences as Members of the 
House and the roles they played on committees, in parties, or in administrative roles. 

Note: You may ask for students’ help to reassemble the materials in the folders to use for the activity in 
the future.
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HANDOUT A

House Bill Writing Directions

Directions
As a member of Congress, you are tasked with drafting a bill for the United 
States House of Representatives. Use the template at the bottom of this hand-
out as a guide to draft your legislation.

Writing a Bill

Topic: 

Determine a topic that you believe is important. It may be a local, state, or national law, but be specific 
as to which level of government to which your law applies. State this in your one sentence summary 
starting at line 9 on Sample Bill Setup and again in the main provisions.

Process: 

Begin developing your ideas today. Your final, typed bill is due on ________________________.

Structure:

I. Heading: see sample below.

Follow the structure of the sample bills you were provided on Handouts B and C.

1. Section 1: Short Title: “This act may be cited as the [title of your bill] act.” Be creative 
but serious.

2. Section 2: Purpose: Explain the goals of your law and what you want to accomplish.

3. Section 3: Definitions: Define unusual terms or phrases or those you want to 
highlight.

4. Section 4: Main Provisions: Explain the details of your law and how you will 
accomplish your goals.

5. Section 5: Appropriations: 

i. How much will it cost?

 � Start-up costs

 � Continuing annual costs



Handout A, page 2 

ii. Source of money

 � Taxes (Raise taxes – by how much)

 » Income tax

 » Property tax

 » Sales tax

 » Excise tax (alcohol, tobacco, gasoline, etc.)

If your bill relies on cutting spending to another program, you must explain how 
you propose to do so. 

 � User Fee (Such as entry fee to a national park, camping fee for a national park, or 
highway toll)

 � Eliminate a program.

 � Borrowing (Sell bonds – annual interest expense and source of funds to pay the 
interest must be estimated.)

 � No Private Sources (They are rare and neither continuing nor reliable.)

iii. If your bill saves money, estimate the initial and annual savings in dollars. Clearly 
explain how it saves money with detail.

iv. This is all a best effort guess. Use logic and common sense to estimate costs. You may 
research for more accuracy.

6. Section 6: Penalty Clause (Penalties)

 � Encourage compliance

 � Punish violators

 » Fine – how much?

 » Jail time – how long?

 » Others

7. Section 7: Effective Date

All lines on each bill must be numbered with the first line each page always 1. (See below for first page 
numbering.)

The First Branch | Congress and the Constitution
Model Congress Handouts
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Sample Bill Set-Up

Your signature here

Student Congress 2016          House Bill No. _________

Creating a law… (one sentence summary)

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________  introduced the following bill, 

which was introduced to the Committee on _________________________________________________________________________

An Act

1. Be it enacted by the Student Congress,...

2.  Section1: Short Title

3.  

4.  Section 2: Purpose

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

(Your typed name)

(Date)
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Be it enacted by the Student Congress,

SECTION 1: SHORT TITLE 

“This act may be cited as the New Mexico Zero Tolerance For Driving While 14 Intoxicated act”

SECTION 2: PURPOSE 

The purpose for this law is to enforce laws concerning driving while intoxicated more strict-
ly with greater consequences for its violations. This will lower the amount of deaths of both the 
innocent and the violators and allow people to feel safer while on the road.

SECTION 3: DEFINITIONS 

Breathalyzer – a device used to measure a person’s blood alcohol level. Blood Alcohol Level 
– The amount of alcohol in your blood stream, recorded in milligrams of alcohol per 100 milli-
liters of blood. DWI – An acronym for driving while intoxicated. One way tire spike belts – A belt 
of spikes that allow cars to pass over them driving in one direction, but severely impair them if 
passed over in the wrong direction. 

SECTION 4: MAIN PROVISIONS

 This act will involve an almost full-scale attack on DWI. First, it will be a zero tolerance law. 
This means that there will be jail time for first-time offenders. Secondly, it will provide one way 
tire spikes on all off-ramps of interstate freeways in New Mexico to disallow drunk drivers to enter 

HANDOUT B

House Bill Sample 1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. 
6. 
7.

8.

9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13.

14.

15. 
16. 
17.

William Gregory 

Student Congress 2016          House Bill No. _____

Creating a law to highly reduce the instances of driving while intoxicated  
and increasing safety for innocent drivers when it does happen.

Mr. Gregory  introduced the following bill,  
which was introduced to the Committee on _________________________________________________________________________

An Act
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freeways going in the wrong direction causing danger to innocent drivers. It will also make people 
previously convicted of DWIs have to install breathalyzers in their cars that will have to be passed 
in order to make sure the driver has a legal blood alcohol level.

SECTION 5: APPROPRIATIONS 

There will be a large start-up costs since there are about 200 exits off freeways in New Mexico 
with an off-ramp for each direction of the exit which makes about 400 total spike belts. With labor 
and materials needed for each spike belt costing $5,000, the total cost for start-up of the spike belt 
would be $2 million. Annual costs for repairing and replacing spike belts would be $400,000. The 
breathalyzers will not cost money because the person convicted of DWI would have to pay for it 
with their own money. There would however have to be jobs created to annually inspect the cars 
installed with breathalyzers that will have an annual costs of around $600,000. This is due to the 
fact that there will need to be 20 inspectors who will make $30,000 per year. This will be paid for 
by a 5% tax increase in alcoholic purchases for the first five years and a permanent 1% alcohol tax 
after that. Also 50% of the fine money collected will go towards annual costs.

SECTION 6: PENALTY CLAUSE 

Anyone caught as a first-time offender will have to spend one week in jail, be fined $2,500, and 
lose their license for one year. They will also have to install breathalyzers in all of their cars that 
will have to be passed at a legal blood alcohol level for the car to start. Second-time offenders will 
spend one month in jail, be fined $5,000, will lose their license for two years, and their car will be 
auctioned off to pay for jail and processing fees. Third-time offenders will be charged with having 
an intent to kill and will spend no less than one year in jail and driving privileges will be revoked 
for five years. Tire spike damages will be at the cost of the driver of the vehicle whether they are 
drunk or not. Breathalyzers will be installed into cars at the cost of offenders.

SECTION 7: EFFECTIVE DATE 

This act will go into effect on October 2, 2002. Construction for tire spike belts will begin on 
this date and will span over a two-year period. All other portions of this act will go into effect 
immediately.

1. 
2. 
3.

4.

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14.

15.

16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23.

24.

25. 
26. 
27. 
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HANDOUT C

House Bill Sample 2

Be it enacted by the Student Congress, 

SECTION 1: SHORT TITLE 

This act may be cited as the Conserving Water and Making Albuquerque Beautiful act.

SECTION 2: PURPOSE 

To make our city reflect the natural beauty of its surroundings by landscaping the freeways, on- 
and off-ramps, and roads using drought-tolerant plants. Also, to conserve our water for the use 
of future generations, xeriscaping city property will be completed. This example by the city will 
encourage citizens of Albuquerque to conserve even more water. Our city will be more appealing 
and welcoming to out-of-town guests, thus creating more tourism and bringing more money to 
our city.

SECTION 3: DEFINITIONS

Xeriscape – the use of drought-tolerant plants native to New Mexico (instead of grass, etc.). 
Landscape – land around the buildings and roads, also used to describe the finished product of 
the property after the xeriscape. City Property – surrounding any city building, (e.g. court house). 
Parks are not included but medians and any land around highly-traveled roads (not residential 
area roads) are included. Arterial Road – from the root artery, describing a main city street of at 
least two lanes in each direction designed to handle a large volume of traffic at speeds of 35 mph 
or higher. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10.

11.

12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18.

Amy Junick 

Student Congress 2016          House Bill No. 11
Creating a municipal law that will clean up Albuquerque,  

New Mexico and make city property drought-friendly.

Ms. Junick  introduced the following bill,  
which was introduced to the Committee on _________________________________________________________________________

An Act
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SECTION 4: MAIN PROVISIONS

This act will create a new division of city workers that will xeriscape all city property and 
roads within the Albuquerque city limits. The division will also maintain this land in order for our 
city to sustain this new-found beauty. Maintaining the land includes: picking up trash, pulling out 
weeds, cleaning off any graffiti within a close proximity, and anything else along those lines. City 
property will include approximately 10 police substations, 20 fire stations, 10 community centers, 
10 libraries, and 20 office and miscellaneous buildings for a total of 70 buildings. In addition there 
are approximately 15 north/south and 15 east/west arterial roads about 15 miles long for a total of 
450 miles of median to xeriscape.

SECTION 5: APPROPRIATIONS

Materials should cost about $2,000 per building for a total of $140,000. Media material cost 
should be about $5,000 per mile times 450 miles equaling $2,250,000. The city will need to hire 
up to 500 workers to get the job started and after all the landscaping is finished, this city will have 
to maintain a staff of no less than 100 workers. At an average salary of $35,000, this will total 
$17,500,000 for labor. This brings the total project costs to $19,890,000, with continuing costs of 
$3,500,000 per year for maintenance. This money shall come from a .4% increase on cigarette and 
alcohol taxes until all of the landscaping is finished, at which time the tax will decrease to .2%. 

SECTION 6: PENALTY CLAUSE 

None.

SECTION 7: EFFECTIVE DATE 

This program will go into effect in October 2004. 

1.

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9.

10.

11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17.

18.

19.

20.

21.
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HANDOUT D

Model Congress Grading Overview

Points Possible Description

30 Bill Writing

Timeliness, structure, writing skills, thoroughness, relevance, importance, 
line numbering, and overall quality

60 Committee and Floor Participation
 � Staying on task, being productive and serious about your work

 � Cooperative, enthusiastic, interested, involved 

 � Courteous discourse and professional demeanor

 � All simulation guidelines and procedures are followed. 

10 Bonus

Up to 10 additional points may be earned for extraordinary effort. 

100 Total Possible Points

All grading is subject to the judgment of the teacher. A simulation is a performance—stay in character.
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HANDOUT E

Bill-Writing Rubric 
1 
Poor

2 3 4 5 
Excellent

Comments 
(circled)

Comments 
(written)

Line 
numbering

Page 1 (Line 1 
is House Bill 
No.)

Page 2 (Line 1 
starting again)

Structure Heading

Sections 
numbered

“This act may 
be cited as…”

BE IT 
ENACTED…

Relevance, 
importance

Serious 

Not serious

Thoroughness Purpose

Definitions

Main 
Provisions 
(details)
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1 
Poor

2 3 4 5 
Excellent

Comments 
(circled)

Comments 
(written)

Thoroughness Appropriations

 � Lump sum

 � Tax % 
increase

 � Specific

 � Cuts if no 
tax increase

Penalty

Effective Date

Other

Writing Skills Spelling

Syntax

Overall quality

Individual Student Grade:

Bill: _________________________________________

Committee and Floor Participation: _________________________________________

Bonus Points: _________________________________________

Total: _____________________________________/100

Comments (Circled): 

 � Clerk or Whip Performance: Unprepared /Competent/Diligent

 � Committee Management: Competent/Diligent

 � Floor Management: Competent/Diligent

 � Discussion/Debate: Too Active/Active/Not Active Enough

Comments: 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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HANDOUT F

House Folder

Folder Contents
Bill Roster

House Calendar

House Clerk Job Description

Speaker of the House Job Description
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Bill Roster
Bill No. Sponsor Committee Status Date
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House Calendar
Bill No. Short Title Status Date
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House Clerk Job Description
Responsibilities 

1. Complete Bill Roster

2. Receive and record committee vote results on Bill Roster (Reported or Killed) and date. Deliver 
KILLED bills to the president.

3. Record bills REPORTED by the committee on the House Calendar (bill no. and short title only), and 
place the REPORTED bills in the House folder.

4. Call voice, roll-call, or standing votes in House Session (as directed by the Speaker of the House), 
record the vote on a tally sheet and post it to the House Calendar. Mark or stamp bills as PASSED 
(in black ink) or KILLED (in red ink), staple the tally sheet below the bill, and deliver all bills to the 
president. 

5. Other duties as directed by the Speaker of the House.
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Speaker of the House Job Description
Responsibilities

1. Assign members to committees in cooperation with the majority and minority leaders.

2. Manage floor discussion and voting.

3. Determine the order of bill discussion.

4. Allot the amount of discussion time for each bill to the floor leaders.

5. Conduct a formal meeting.

6. Open committee hearings.

7. Announce official vote outcome, official end of debate, recess, and end of session. 

Description

It is the majority party that controls the position of Speaker of the House. The Speaker is elected by the 
entire legislative body, must command the respect of all participants, and is the highest elected posi-
tion. The Speaker must be a leader and possess excellent communication skills. It is the Speaker’s job 
to conduct the minute-to-minute formal business of the legislative assembly as well as play a major 
role in terms of his or her political party’s decisions. 
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HANDOUT G

Two Party Folders

Folder Contents
Student Party Nametags

Roles

Republican Party Sign or Democratic Party Signs 

Republican Party Roster or Democratic Party Roster 

Republican Party Platform or Democratic Party Platform 

Party Whip Job Description

Party Leader Job Description

Party Clerk Job Description
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Student Party Nametags

REP.

REP.

REP.

REP.
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Student Party Nametags

REP.

REP.

REP.

REP.
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Roles

Clerk

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Republican Party leader

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Democrat Party Leader

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Republican Party Whip

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Democrat Party Whip

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Speaker of the House

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Clerk of the House

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Appropriations Committee Chair

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Education and the Workforce Committee Chair

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Judiciary Committee Chair

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Ways and Means Committee Chair

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appropriations Committee Clerk

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Education and the Workforce Committee Clerk

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Judiciary Committee Clerk

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Ways and Means Committee Clerk

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Republican Party
Teacher Instructions: Create the two Party Signs on cardstock, laminate, and post them in the class-
room to indicate seating area for each group.
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Democratic Party
Teacher Instructions: Create the two Party Signs on cardstock, laminate, and post them in the class-
room to indicate seating area for each group.
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Clerk __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Members 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Republican Party Roster 
Directions:  Fill out the below roster with the names of the party members and its leaders.

Majority/Minority Leader (circle one) __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Majority/Minority Whip (circle one) _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Democratic Party Roster 
Directions:  Fill out the below roster with the names of the party members and its leaders.

Majority/Minority Leader (circle one) __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Majority/Minority Whip (circle one) _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Clerk __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Members 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Republican Party Platform
Issue Party Position (For, Against, No Position)
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Democratic Party Platform
Issue Party Position (For, Against, No Position)
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Party Whip Job Description
Responsibilities

Majority and Minority Whip

1. Promote party philosophy.

2. Assist Party Leader in monitoring bills in hearings.

3. Fill in for Party Leader when absent.

4. Other duties as assigned by Party Leader.

Majority Whip Only

1. Works with the Speaker of the House, committee chairs, and Majority Leader regarding legislative 
strategy.

2. Fills in for Speaker when Speaker and Majority Leader are absent. 
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Party Leader Job Description
Responsibilities

Majority and Minority Leader

1. Promote party philosophy.

2. Manage the party’s floor debate by controlling who speaks and for how long.

3. Manage the behavior of party members during the House Session.

4. Monitor bills in committee hearings by communicating with committee chairs.

5. Presides at Party Caucus.

Majority Leader Only

1. Work with the Speaker of the House, Majority Whip, and committee chairs concerning legislative 
strategy.

2. Lend strong moral support to the Speaker of the House.

3. Presides over House Session in the absence of the Speaker.

Description

The Party Leader manages the discussion in the full session by determining how much time will be 
allotted to each party member desiring to speak. A forceful voice, a willingness to speak in front of the 
entire assembly, and a command of the rules and procedures are prerequisites for this position. The 
Party Leader must be strongly committed to the principles of his or her political party. For our purpos-
es, the Party Leader must understand the principles of his or her party, but doesn’t necessarily have to 
agree with them.
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Party Clerk Job Description 
Responsibilities 

1. Conduct the election of the Party Leader and Party Whip in a Party Caucus:

a. Read aloud the duties of the Party Leader from the job description and accept nominations. 

b. Conduct a vote by show of hands and announce the winner.

c. Read aloud the duties of the Party Whip from the job description and accept nominations.

d. Conduct a vote by show of hands and announce the winner. 

2. Complete the Party Roster with assistance from party members.

3. Record minutes of the Party Caucuses.

4. State party positions on bills during the House Session discussion.

Majority Party Clerk Only

1. Conduct election of the Speaker of the House in a Party Caucus:

a. Read aloud the duties of the Speaker of the House from the job description and accept 
nominations.

b. Conduct a vote by show of hands and announce the winner. 
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HANDOUT H

Four Committee Folders

Directions: 
Print out and place committee signs around the room. These will indicate 
where these committees should convene. Place with each sign a copy of the 
Committee roster, Calendar, and Chair and Clerk job descriptions

Folder Contents
Education and the Workforce Committee Sign

Judiciary Committee Sign

Ways and Means Committee Sign

Appropriations Committee Sign

Blank Committee Roster

Blank Hearing Calendar

Committee Chair Job Description

Committee Clerk Job Description
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Education and the 
Workforce Committee
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Judiciary 
Committee
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Ways and Means 
Committee
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Appropriations 
Committee
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Committee Roster
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Committee

Chair _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   Clerk _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Republicans
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Democrats
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Committee Hearing Calendar
 _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Committee

Bill No. Short Title Witnesses Sponsor/Against/For
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Committee Chair Job Description
Committee Chair Job Description

Responsibilities 

1. Appoint a committee clerk.

2. Select the order bills are to be heard in committee.

3. Manage the committee meeting using the established rules and regulations.

4. Promote party philosophy before and during committee hearings.

5. Work with the Majority Leader and Whip.

6. Provide the teacher with the vote results and committee materials.

Description

The majority committee chairman must possess leadership, organization, verbal communication, and 
independent thinking skills. The chair will be assisted by the committee clerk and he or she works to 
conduct the committee meeting during the committee session.
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Committee Clerk Job Description 
Responsibilities 

1. Complete Committee Roster.

2. Complete and maintain Committee Calendar.

3. Monitor the roll call vote and determine the number of aye and no votes during committee 
sessions. 

4. Complete the official committee vote tally sheet and deliver it to the House Clerk with each bill 
stamped REPORTED (in black ink) or KILLED (in red ink). 

5. Maintain all committee records.

6. Other duties as assigned by the committee chair.
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HANDOUT I

Bill Introduction—Speaker and Clerk Briefing
1. After the teacher instructs the clerks and Speaker, the Speaker will call the House to order using 

the gavel, and will yield to the president (the teacher).

2. The president will prompt the House regarding the procedures.

3. The president will yield to the Speaker.

4. The Speaker will instruct first the majority party and then the minority party representatives to 
drop their bills in the hopper and return to their seats with their party.

5. The House Clerk will pull one bill at a time and will:

a. Assign the number and record it on the bill.

b. Record the number and sponsor on the Bill Roster.

c. Give the bill to the Speaker.

d. (Note: work ahead at least one bill so that the next bill is ready to hand to the Speaker when 
he or she is ready.)

6. Party Clerk will make notes regarding issues affecting the party platform.

7. Speaker will announce the bill number, sponsor, and short title of the bill.

8. Speaker will ask the bill sponsor to come forward and give the House a brief (less than one minute) 
summary of the bill. No questions will be permitted at this time. Party leaders will time the mem-
bers and call time at one minute.

9. Speaker will assign the bill to a committee and will announce, “Representative ________________________________________________________________________________, 
I am assigning your bill to the ________________________________________________________________________________  Committee.”

a. Each committee needs to have an equal (or almost equal) number of bills. Keep track of the 
number of bills assigned on the Assignment of Bills to Committees form.

10. Committee Clerk will record the bill information on the Committee Calendar, and the House Clerk 
will record the bill information on the Bill Roster.

11. Speaker will ask, “Who would like to testify against this bill?” 

a. The witnesses will state their names. 
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b. Those who volunteer as witnesses must do additional research to make their argument and 
answer questions during the committee hearing. They may choose whether they are an ex-
pert witness or part of a lobbying group against the bill. 

(Note: The Speaker and House Clerk should volunteer to testify on one to three bills.)

12. Speaker will ask, “Who would like to testify for this bill?” 

a. The witnesses will state their names.

b. Those who volunteer as witnesses must do additional research to make their argument and 
answer questions during the committee hearing. They may choose whether they are an ex-
pert witness or part of a lobbying group for the bill. 

(Note: The Speaker and House Clerk should volunteer to testify on one to three bills.)

13. Committee Clerk will record the names of the witnesses on the Committee Calendar. There will be 
three witnesses for each bill, including the sponsor. Each bill must have at least one witness op-
posed to the bill.

14. House Clerk gives the Speaker the next bill and the process repeats starting with step seven.

The First Branch | Congress and the Constitution
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HANDOUT J

Assignment of Bills to Committees—
Information for the Speaker of the House
You and only you will decide to which committee each bill is assigned. To give you a starting point to 
make your decision, here are some suggestions based on the topic of the bill:

Committee Number of Bills Assigned

Education and the Workforce Committee 
(Education, Youth, Business)

Judiciary (Criminal Matters, Constitutional 
Issues)

Ways and Means (Major Taxation Issues)

Appropriations (Major Spending Issues, 
Finance)

You are free to assign each bill as you wish. Just remember to assign an equal number of bills to each 
committee. Make a check mark above next to the committee each time you assign them a bill.
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HANDOUT K

Committee Procedures
Basic Functions of the Committee
1. Hearing—to hear testimony for and against the Bill

2. Markup Session—to discuss and amend the Bill

3. Vote on the Bill

Committee Communication Protocol/Structure
1. The Chair is addressed by committee members as Mr. Chairman or Madam Chairwoman.

2. Committee members are addressed by the Chair and other members as “Representative...”

3. Representatives wishing to speak must first raise their hands and be recognized by the Chair.

4. Bills must be referred to by their number.  (e.g. House Bill number….)

5. Each committee will have a clerk appointed by the Chair.

6. Final vote will be by roll call.

Hearing

Procedures for Testimony and Questioning in Committee

1. The Chair selects a Bill for discussion.

2. Committee Chair introduces Bill for discussion and directs Committee Clerk to read Bill out loud to 
committee.

3. Each witness will be allowed a maximum of three uninterrupted minutes for testimony. 

4. The Committee Clerk will summon witnesses one at a time beginning with the Bill sponsor, if 
available.

a. All witnesses must testify.  If one is absent, defer action on the Bill until the witness is 
present.

b. After a witness has testified the Chair allows committee members to question that witness. 
The maximum allotted time is four minutes total per witness.

5. After all testimony has been completed on a particular Bill, the Chair announces the close of 
testimony.  

6. Committee discussion of the Bill begins.
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Markup Session

Committee Discussion and Amendment Procedure

1. The maximum allotted time of six minutes per bill, including the time to write any 
amendments.

2. Before speaking, committee members must be recognized by the Chair.

3. Members who have not spoken have priority over those who have.

4. A committee may propose and adopt a maximum of two amendments to each Bill. 

5. A proposed amendment must be seconded.  Any following discussion must be limited to the pro-
posed amendment, after which a vote on the amendment by show of hands will occur.  If passed, a 
discussion of the Bill as amended will continue.

6. When the Chair has determined that the Bill has received a fair opportunity for discussion, the 
Chair will close discussion.

Voting
1. The Committee Clerk will wait for all committee members testifying before another committee 

prior to any voting. The committee will begin work on the next bill while waiting.

2. The Committee Clerk will conduct the roll call vote, and record the results on the Committee 
Tally Sheet as members vote (members may vote aye or no). One Committee Tally Sheet will be 
needed for each bill. 

a. A majority vote by those present approves the Bill.

3. The Committee Clerk announces result and staples tally sheet and any amendments under Bill.  
The Committee Chair begins reading the next bill while the Clerk finishes paperwork on prior Bill. 

4. The Committee Clerk marks or stamps Bill REPORTED (in black ink) or KILLED (in red ink) and 
prints committee name and date under stamp.  

5. The Committee Clerk delivers the Bill to the House Clerk.

6. House Clerk records the result on the Bill Roster in the House Folder, and records REPORTED Bills 
on House Calendar (Bill # & short title only) in the House Folder, and places REPORTED Bills in 
the House Folder.

7. The House Clerk delivers KILLED Bills to the teacher.
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HANDOUT L

Witness Form

Directions: You have been asked to be a witness to testify for or against a specific bill at a 
committee hearing. Read the bill you have asked to testify on, conduct any additional research 

on the bill to determine your argument for or against the bill, and complete this form.

Bill No.: ________________________________________________________________________________

Bill Short Title: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sponsor: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Role: For / Against 

Notes on your argument: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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(Individual or individuals who suggested the chang-

es. These individuals create and write the changes.)

HANDOUT M

Amendment Form
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Committee

Bill No. ________________________________________________________________________________

Amendment Sponsor ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

This form must be attached to the amended Bill and given to the Committee Chair before voting on the 
amendment. 

Text of Amendment

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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HANDOUT N

Committee Tally Sheet
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Committee

Bill No. ________________________________________________________________________________

Date _________________________________________________________________________________

Bill No. Short Title Witnesses Sponsor/Against/For

Type of Vote (circle one)  Voice   Roll-Call Standing 

Results (circle one)  Passed  Killed
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HANDOUT O

House Session Procedures 
1. The Speaker calls House to order, and directs the House Clerk to call the first Bill. 

2. The House Clerk reads first bill number and short title and announces the name of committee and 
results of committee vote.

 � For example: “reported by a vote of 5 aye and 1 no.”

3. The Speaker asks the Committee Chair to explain why the committee recommends the bill.  The 
Chair explains the Committee’s reasoning.

4. The Speaker calls for a discussion under closed rule (no amendments allowed).  

 � He or she recognizes the Majority Leader to conduct party discussion/questions for no 
more than three minutes total.  

5. The Opposing Party Clerk keeps cumulative time and calls “time” at three minutes.

6. The Party Clerk for party speaking keeps time on each Speaker and calls “time” at thirty seconds,

7. The Majority Leader comes forward and

a. Asks the Party Clerk to provide party position on bill.

 � Clerk does so, including result of caucus vote.

b. Briefly states his/her opinion on bill.

c. Recognizes the Majority Whip who briefly states his/her opinion.

d. Recognizes other party members who wish to speak.

e. Yields to Speaker.

8. The Speaker recognizes the Minority Leader, who conducts party discussion in a similar fashion. 

 � Note: The House Clerk completes paperwork on prior bill while opposing party has floor. 
The House Clerk will

i. Staple Handout O: House Tally Sheet below the Bill

ii. Stamp the Bill

iii. Date the Bill

iv. Complete the House Calendar

v. Deliver Bill to the President (teacher) 

9. The Speaker closes the discussion and asks the House Clerk to conduct voice or roll-call vote:
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a. Voice Vote: The House Clerk says

i. “All those in favor say Aye” (they do)

ii. “All those opposed say No” (they do)

1. The Speaker determines the result of a voice vote and announces such: “The bill is 
passed/killed by a voice vote”.  

2. Any member may challenge the result of a voice vote and request a roll-call vote.

iii. The House Clerk records the results on Handout O: House Tally Sheet.

iv. The House Clerk circles “voice” on Handout O: House Tally Sheet. 

b. Roll-Call Vote: The House Clerk conducts and announces the result of roll-call vote: 

i. “The bill is passed/killed by a vote of ______________________________  aye, ______________________________  no.”

ii. The House Clerk records the results on Handout O: House Tally Sheet.

iii. The House Clerk circles “roll-call” on Handout O: House Tally Sheet. 

c. Standing Vote: The Speaker directs the House Clerk to conduct a standing vote. 

i. The House Clerk says, “All those in favor, please stand.” (they do)

 � He or she counts all of those standing and records the number on Handout O: 
House Tally Sheet 

ii. The House Clerk says, “All those opposed, please stand.” (they do)

 � He or she counts all of those standing and records the number on Handout O: 
House Tally Sheet.

iii. The House Clerk announces the result: “The Bill is passed/killed by a vote of ______________________________ 
aye, ______________________________  no.” 

iv. The House Clerk circles “standing” on Handout O: House Tally Sheet. 

10. The Speaker directs the House Clerk to call the next bill. (Go back to step 2)

11. When all bills have been completed, the Speaker calls for motion to recess the Student Congress 
pending action by President. (A motion is made)

 � Speaker calls for “second”

 � (A second is made)

12. The Speaker declares Congress in recess.  

 � The Speaker should use a serious expression and manner and project his or her voice to 
state, “Congress is in recess,” and hit the gavel. 
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HANDOUT P

Caucus Procedures
1. Review surviving Bills one at a time to determine the party position on each bill.

2. The Party Leader will manage the discussion.

3. If a Bill sponsor is in your party, they should quickly summarize and support the Bill.

4. If not, have a member of the committee that reported the Bill and summarize the Bill and the 
reasons it was reported. 

5. Discuss the Bill amongst the party. 

6. The Party Leader will close the discussion and ask the Party Clerk to take a straw poll (a non-
binding vote by show of hands). This will indicate the party position on the Bill. 

 � The Party Clerk will record the results and will mark in pencil R (for Republicans) or D (for 
Democrats) to denote that your party has reviewed the Bill.

7. The Bill should then be delivered to the opposing Party Clerk for their review.

8. Continue this procedure until all bill have been reviewed.

9. Place Bills back in the House Folder once they have been reviewed by both parties.
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HANDOUT Q

Caucus Position
________________________ ________________________________ Party

Pre-House Session Caucus

Bill No. Party Position  (Circle One) Reasoning

Support

Oppose

No Position

Support

Oppose

No Position

Support

Oppose

No Position

Support

Oppose

No Position
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Bill No. Party Position  (Circle One) Reasoning

Support

Oppose

No Position

Support

Oppose

No Position

Support

Oppose

No Position

Support

Oppose

No Position

Support

Oppose

No Position
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HANDOUT R

House Tally Sheet
Bill No. ________________________________________________________________________________

Date _________________________________________________________________________________

Member Name Aye No Absent

Type of Vote (circle one)  Voice   Roll-Call Standing 

Results (circle one)  Passed  Killed
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HANDOUT S

Veto
Bill No. ________________________________________________________________________________

Short Title: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Date _________________________________________________________________________________

I regret that I must respectfully return the captioned bill for the following reason(s):

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sincerely,

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

President 
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HANDOUT T

Override Procedure
1. The Speaker reads the veto aloud.

2. The Speaker recognizes each party for one minute of discussion.

3. The Speaker directs a roll-call vote and explains the procedure:

a. An “aye” is a vote to override the veto on the Bill.

b. A “no” is a vote not to override the veto.

c. A two-thirds vote of those present is required to override the veto.

4. The House Clerk conducts the roll-call vote and announces the result.

5. The House Clerk writes the result (overridden or sustained) at the top of the Bill with the date.

6. The President gives the Speaker the next vetoed Bill.

7. After all vetoes are addressed, the Speaker asks for a motion to adjourn.

a. A motion is made.

b. The Speaker asks for a second.

c. A second is made.

d. The Speaker announces, “Adjourned” and hits the gavel. 



INTRODUCTORY ESSAY

Congress: Beginnings and Today
by Joseph Postell, Assistant Professor of Political Science, University of Colorado–Colorado Springs

Establishing a government in which laws are 
made by an assembly of elected representatives is 
one of the great achievements in the last several 
centuries of human history. Yet most people 
today have a low regard for our legislative branch. 
Congress has become more democratic since 
the Founding, and yet today people think their 
representatives care about their opinions less 
than ever. The Constitution places the lawmaking 
power in Congress, yet people look more to the 
president as our chief legislator. What accounts 
for these contradictions? Examining the ideas 
that inspired the creation of our legislative branch 
and the history of its development helps us to 
answer these questions.  

Constitutional Convention
At the Constitutional Convention, the structure of 
the legislative branch was the most contentious 
issue that the delegates faced. The amount of rep-
resentation that would be granted to the large and 
the small states nearly tore the Convention apart. 
One side favored equal representation in the 
legislature – an arrangement befitting a league 
or confederacy of equal and independent sover-
eign states where each distinct sovereignty gets 
a single vote.  Others advocated for proportional 
representation based on the idea of a republican 
government. After much debate, the issue was 
settled by a compromise which exists to this day: 
one house of Congress provides proportional, the 
other, equal representation.  

Ratification Debate
During the ratification debate over the 

Constitution, other aspects of the legislative 
branch prompted criticism. Opponents of the 
Constitution, known as Anti-Federalists, objected 
that the legislature would be too far removed 
from the people, and would become an aristocracy 
that would betray the people the legislators 
were supposed to serve. The term lengths were 
too long. The lack of term limits would allow 
representatives to serve for very long periods of 
time, becoming removed from the day-to-day 
concerns of their constituents. There would be 
too few representatives (the Constitution allowed 
no more than one representative per 30,000 
inhabitants) and each representative would have 
too large a district, detaching the representative 
from personal contact and intimacy with 
his constituents. These arrangements, Anti-
Federalists feared, would produce a legislative 
body that is aristocratic, elitist, and out of touch.  

Federalists, those who supported the 
Constitution, responded by pointing to the 
problems occurring in the states during the 1780s 
as evidence that representatives needed time and 
space in order to “refine and enlarge the public 
views,” not simply reflect them.  Sometimes 
majorities are tyrannical and representatives 
must protect the people from themselves. Longer 
term lengths would provide this space, and the 
opportunity for indefinite re-election would 
ensure the people get to decide, at intervals, 
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whether to keep their legislators in office. A 
smaller representative body would prevent 
the legislature from turning into mob rule. 
The Federalists’ vision for Congress differed 
significantly from the Anti-Federalists’, and the 
debates they had are still part of today’s debates 
over how our legislators should behave and be 
held accountable.  

In one of his most famous writings, Federalist 
No. 10, James Madison described an additional 
benefit of having a Congress covering a large 
territory and divided into local districts. This 
would prevent a majority faction from taking 
over the government and infringing the rights of 
the minority. By representing all of the different 
districts throughout the country, the diversity 
of the country would be brought into the 
deliberations in the legislative branch. This view 
of Congress would ensure that disagreement, 
and hopefully compromise, would be part of 
the legislative process. Individual members of 
Congress are supposed to represent the interests 
of their local constituencies. No single member 
is elected by the whole country, yet through 
bringing together all of the various interests 
some sort of compromise that advances the 
common good can be reached.  

Federalists ultimately won the debate and the 
people ratified the Constitution through their 
state ratifying conventions. Federalists rejected 
the Anti-Federalists’ view that the powers of the 
new Congress would be broad and expansive, 
focusing on the limited nature of Congress’s 
powers under the Necessary and Proper Clause 
and the General Welfare Clause.  They barely 
mentioned the Commerce Clause because, at 
the time of the Founding, nobody believed that 
power to be very broad.  As Madison explained in 
Federalist No. 45, “The regulation of commerce, 
it is true, is a new power, but that seems to be an 

addition which few oppose, and from which no 
apprehensions are entertained.”

Federalists also advanced a new theory of 
separation of powers that included checks and 
balances. Prior to 1787, most people thought 
separation of powers would be preserved by 
simply laying out the three branches and 
mandating that no branch trample on the 
others. However, experience demonstrated 
that such “parchment barriers” would not 
be very effective. In a republic, the strongest 
branch of government is the legislature, and 
the Federalists were concerned that it would 
gradually usurp the powers of the other 
branches.  Their remedy was to divide the 
legislature into two chambers and check each 
against the other. The House and the Senate, in 
other words, were designed to work against each 
other, not together.  This would be accomplished 
by (to quote Federalist No. 51) giving each 
house “different modes of election and different 
principles of action” in order to make them “as 
little connected with each other” as possible. 
The internal division of Congress, the Federalists 
argued, would maintain the checks and balances 
needed to preserve separation of powers.  

While Federalists won the major debates about 
Congress, the Constitution said very little about 
how Congress would function in practice. Many 
of the rules of Congress were left to be worked 
out through experience. As a result, Congress 
has been shaped by historical developments 
that have changed how it operates, resulting in 
the “Three Congresses” we have experienced 
throughout American history.  

The First Congress
The “First Congress” was in place during the 
early decades of American history. From to-
day’s perspective it probably looks chaotic, 
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unpredictable, and disorganized.  In these years 
Congress didn’t use committees to specialize in 
specific policy areas. Most bills were worked out 
collectively on the floor of the chamber, then 
referred to a special committee to be written 
and sent back to the whole assembly for passage. 
There were advantages and disadvantages to this 
arrangement. Everyone had an equal opportunity 
to contribute to every bill. This encouraged de-
liberation and ensured that every representative, 
reflecting the views of each part of the country, 
could influence the laws.  Debate was extensive, 
and the speeches made during debates affect-
ed the outcome and were enlightening to the 
citizens who read them. Since strong and disci-
plined parties had not yet developed, legislators 
changed their minds frequently and were free 
to bargain and compromise.  On the other hand, 
this setup was extremely inefficient, and leader-
ship was lacking to coordinate policies. Because 
every legislator was a generalist, policy expertise 
was absent.  

The Second Congress
This arrangement worked while Congress 

was small.  After the 1800 census there were 
142 representatives in the House and even as 
late as 1833 there were only 48 senators. But 
as the nation grew, the Congress expanded 
and its business became more complex.  These 
changes produced a new kind of Congress by the 
middle of the nineteenth century, very different 
from what came before.  Two main parties had 
developed with extensive tools to ensure party 
discipline.  Representatives were nominated by 
their parties, and therefore had to follow the 
party leadership to stay in office. Party platforms 
were carefully constructed and widely read, so 
that citizens knew where each party stood on 

the major questions of the day. Permanent 
standing committees were created to ensure 
policy specialization, and these committees 
were supervised by the leaders in each chamber 
to ensure that the committees pursued the 
priorities of the party.  

Especially in the House, party leaders 
became the most powerful members of the 
government.  The Speaker of the House – not 
the president – was the center of power in the 
late nineteenth century.  Speakers became so 
powerful that they were called “czars,” and 
the epitome of the strong Speaker was Joseph 
Cannon of Illinois.  The Speaker’s power over 
the House ensured that the party set the agenda 
in Congress. Today most are skeptical of party 
leadership and control, but there were significant 
advantages. Parties prevented Congress from 
becoming too fragmented, where all of the local 
interests simply clashed with each other and 
gridlock ensued. Because they were elected by 
a majority of the whole country, these parties 
reflected the will of the majority, were efficient 
in implementing that will, and ensured that 
elections mattered. Congress became a highly 
coordinated and responsive institution as a 
result of party leadership – at the expense 
of independent members representing their 
constituents’ local interests.

The Third Congress
This “Second Congress” came to a sudden end 

in 1910. In a dramatic sequence of events the 
Speaker was stripped of most of his powers over 
members. Similar events occurred in the Senate. 
This produced a very different, “Third Congress.” 
Just as power became centralized under party 
leaders during the “Second Congress,” it filtered 
back down in this new setup. But the committee 
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structure remained in place, so committee 
leaders, rather than all of the legislators, 
controlled the legislative process. Because 
committees could refuse to send bills to the 
floor for votes, the chairs of these committees 
could ensure (or prevent) the passage of a 
proposed law. If power was exercised collectively 
in the “First Congress” and by party leaders in 
the “Second Congress,” the “Third Congress” is 
characterized by committee leadership.  Power 
was dispersed from party leaders, but centralized 
in the hands of the committee chairs.

At the same time, Congress changed the very 
nature of its functions. Originally designed as a 
legislative body, Congress began to transfer that 
power to administrative agencies by delegating 
its powers over to these agencies. But, just 
as Madison had predicted, legislators did not 
want to relinquish control over public policy. 
Therefore, Congress organized itself to maintain 
oversight and control over the programs it was 
delegating to administrative agencies. It did this 
by maintaining its organization into numerous 
committees whose members had the specialized 
knowledge to oversee these programs.    

Challenges for Today and Tomorrow
Today, we live in the world of the “Third 
Congress” that was set in place back in 1910.  
Some important changes have occurred, but the 
basic dynamic is the same. Power became even 
more decentralized in the 1970s, as reform-
ers seized control from conservative Southern 
Democratic senators who used their powers to 
block important civil rights laws. They succeed-
ed in placing more power and autonomy into 
subcommittees, which now can set their agen-
das without permission from the chairs of the 
committees that oversee them.  More recently, 

leaders of both parties have tried to regain 
control of the agenda in Congress by reclaiming 
powers to control debate and which bills are 
voted on. Their efforts have met with limited 
success, and it is an open question whether 
Congress will remain a decentralized, commit-
tee system where party leadership is weak, or 
whether party leaders can regain leadership and 
influence over their members.

Some of the aspects of Congress we dislike so 
much are rooted in these recent developments. 
The lack of party leadership and control, for 
example, has produced a Congress where 
representatives have more to gain by asserting 
their own districts’ interests than by bargaining 
and compromising. Because of the arrangement 
of Congress into districts, as Madison described 
in Federalist No. 10, there are very few 
incentives for members to work together without 
strong party leadership. The decentralization 
of power, moreover, has provided more access 
points for lobbyists and more checkpoints where 
an individual can stop even the majority in 
Congress from acting. The “Second Congress” 
was a responsive, majoritarian institution 
because of its centralized structure, but today 
Congress is decentralized, fragmented, and 
vulnerable to special interest influence.  

There is no simple way to think about 
Congress. It is a complicated institution which 
raises critical questions about the nature 
of a republican form of government, and 
ultimately whether and under what conditions 
self-government is possible. Congress is the 
centerpiece of this American experiment in self-
government. For that experiment to succeed, it 
is imperative that citizens understand how their 
legislature was meant to function, and how it 
actually functions today.
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CRITICAL THINKING ACTIVITY
1. Read the essay and underline the main sentence or two in each paragraph. 

2. Next, use those main sentences to write a summary of the essay. 

3. Finally, work with a partner or two to discuss the essay, compare your summaries and team-write 
an outline that traces the changes in Congress from its beginnings to the present.
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Checks and Balances: Constitutional powers are distributed among the branches of government 
allowing each to limit the application of power of the other branches and to prevent expansion of power 
of any branch.

Consent of the Governed/Popular Sovereignty: The power of government comes from the people. 

Due Process: The government must interact with all people according to the duly-enacted laws and 
apply these rules equally with respect to all people.

Federalism: The people delegate certain powers to the national government, while the states retain 
other powers; and the people, who authorize the states and national government, retain all freedoms not 
delegated to the governing bodies.

Liberty: Except where authorized by citizens through the Constitution, government does not have the 
authority to limit freedom.

Limited Government: Citizens are best able to pursue happiness when government is confined to those 
powers which protect their life, liberty, and property.

Majority Rule/Minority Rights: Laws may be made with the consent of the majority, but only to the 
point where they do not infringe on the inalienable rights of the minority.

Natural/Inalienable Rights: Rights which belong to us by nature and can only be justly taken away 
through due process. Examples are life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of happiness.

Private Property: The natural rights of all individuals to create, obtain, and control their possessions, 
beliefs, faculties, and opinions, as well as the fruits of their labor.

Representative/Republican Government: Form of government in which the people are sovereign 
(ultimate source of power) and authorize representatives to make and carry out laws.

Separation of Powers: A system of distinct powers built into the Constitution, to prevent an 
accumulation of power in one branch. 

Rule of Law: Government and citizens all abide by the same laws regardless of political power. Those 
laws are justly applied, consistent with an ethos of liberty, and stable.

Founding Principles



Civil Discourse: Reasoned and respectful sharing of ideas between individuals is the primary way 
people influence change in society/government, and is essential to maintain self-government.

Contribution: To discover your passions and talents, and use them to create what is beautiful and 
needed. To work hard to take care of yourself and those who depend on you.

Courage: The ability to take constructive action in the face of fear or danger. To stand firm in being a 
person of character and doing what is right, especially when it is unpopular or puts you at risk.

Honor: Demonstrating good character, integrity, and acting honestly.

Humility: To remember that your ignorance is far greater than your knowledge. To give praise to those 
who earn it.

Integrity: To tell the truth, expose untruths, and keep your promises.

Initiative: Exercising the power, energy, or ability to organize or accomplish something.

Justice: Upholding of what is fair, just, and right. To stand for equally applied rules that respect the rights 
and dignity of all, and make sure everyone obeys them.

Moderation: The avoidance of excesses or extremes.

Perseverance: To continue in a task or course of action or hold to a belief or commitment, in spite of 
obstacles or difficulty. To remember how many before you chose the easy path rather than the right one, 
and to stay the course.

Virtue is conduct that reflects u niversal p rinciples o f m oral and ethical e xcellence essential to 
living a worthwhile life and to effective self-government. For many leading Founders, attributes 
of character such as justice, responsibility, perseverance, respect, and others were thought to flow 
from an understanding of the rights and obligations of human beings. Virtue is compatible with, but 
does not require, religious belief. One’s thoughts  and words alone do not make a person 
virtuous. According to Aristotle, virtue must be based on a just objective, it requires action, and it 
must become a habit.

Private Virtue: The idea that, in order to sustain liberty, individuals must be knowledgeable and 
must conduct themselves according to principles of moral and ethical excellence, consistent with 
their rights and obligations.

Civic Virtue: A set of actions and habits necessary for the safe, effective, and mutually beneficial 
participation in a society.

Virtues



Respect: Honor or admiration of someone or something. To protect your mind and body as precious 
aspects of your identity. To extend that protection to every other person you encounter.

Responsibility: Acting on good judgment about what is right or wrong, or deserving the trust of others. 
To strive to know and do what is best, not what is most popular. To be trustworthy for making decisions 
in the best long-term interests of the people and tasks of which they are in charge. Individuals must take 
care of themselves and their families, and be vigilant to preserve their liberty and the liberty of others.

Resourcefulness: Taking constructive action in difficult situations quickly and imaginatively.

Self-Governance: To be self-controlled, avoiding extremes, and to not be excessively influenced or 
controlled by others.

Vigilance: Being alert and attentive to take action to remedy possible injustices or evils.

Essential Virtues: Page 2
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Administrative State: The idea that government agencies should be part of an efficient, planned 
bureaucracy in which legislative, executive, and judicial powers are combined in specific agencies 
organized according to scientific management, headed by experts, and empowered to solve social, 
economic, and political problems. This approach to government eliminates separation of powers, 
checks and balances, and removes most limits on government power.

Agrarian: The cultivation of land; agriculture; a person who favors equitable distribution of land.

Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933: An act of Congress passed in 1933 as part of New Deal 
legislation to help relieve the economic emergency of the Great Depression by increasing agricultural 
purchasing power and provide emergency relief. 

Antebellum: Before the war; in particular, the period before the American Civil War. 

Anti-Federalists: A faction of Founders who supported amending the Articles of Confederation and 
opposed the Constitution of 1787, were concerned about a strong central government, wanted to 
maintain strong state governments, and fought for the Bill of Rights as a way to protect citizens from a 
strong central government.

Antiquated: Something that is no longer useful; old; out-of-date.

Apothegm: A short, witty, instructive saying. 

Appropriations Committee: A legislative panel that is responsible for passing appropriations, or 
spending, bills. 

Articles of Confederation: The original governing document of the United States that was written in 
1777 and was in force until the ratification of the Constitution by nine of the thirteen states in 1788. 
Under the Articles, states retained sovereignty and created a firm league of friendship in which the 
national government held little power. 

Bicameral/Bicameralism: A legislative body composed of two chambers; in the United States, the 
Congress is composed of the House of Representatives and the Senate.

Brutus: An Anti-Federalist writer, thought to be Robert Yates of New York. Brutus asserted that it was 
impossible to provide fair and true representation in such a large republic as the United States. 

Bureaucracy: The administration of government through departments and subdivisions; the 
concentration of authority in a complex structure of administrative bureaus.
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Casework: The work done by congressional staffers to assist constituents by contacting government 
agencies on behalf of the constituent to attempt to resolve problems.  

Cato: An Anti-Federalist writer, thought to be George Clinton of New York, who believed that the 
legislature would not be able to respond to the needs of people from all walks of life and would end up 
representing the interests of only the wealthy and influential few.

Caucus: A meeting of supporters of a specific political party who gather to elect delegates to choose 
whom they believe should be the candidate in a given election that is organized by political parties. 
In the modern congress unit, caucus is not used in the electoral sense, but in the sense of a body of 
individuals belonging to the same faction —”a meeting of the members of a legislative body who 
are members of a particular political party, to select candidates or decide policy. Synonyms: meeting, 
assembly, gathering, congress, conference, convention, rally, convocation” - Webster’s

Chief Executive: The leader of the executive branch of government. In the British system, the Prime 
Minister is part of the legislative branch, whereas in the American system, the president is the head of 
the executive branch. 

Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914: An act of Congress that prohibited mergers, interlocking directorates, 
and other forms of monopolistic business organization.

Cloture: the parliamentary procedure by which debate is closed and the measure under discussion is 
put to an immediate vote. 

Coalition: An alliance of people who come together for a specific purpose.

Coincide: To occur at the same time; to occupy the same place.

Commerce: The economic system that constitutes the working environment for business including 
the legal, economic, political, social, cultural and technological systems that are in operation in any 
nation-state.

Commerce Clause: Article I, Section 8, Clause 3 of the U.S. Constitution states, “Congress shall have 
the power…to regulate commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the 
Indian Tribes.”

Competing Interests: Members of Congress are simultaneously expected to be lawmakers, 
representatives of the people, and members of a political party. As representatives of the people, they 
are expected to act for the benefit of both their particular district and for the nation as a whole. Passing 
laws frequently requires compromise among members, which necessitates sacrificing some constituent 
desires in hopes of achieving others.

Comply: To act in accordance with a request or order.
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Confederation: A league or alliance of independent states, nations, or political organizations.

Congressional Support Staff: Employees of representatives or senators who assist members in their 
daily work including constituent communication and advocacy, drafting legislation, or research.

Consent: To give permission, approval, or assent. 

Constituent: Being a voting member of a community or organization and having the power to appoint 
or elect.

Contemptible: Despicable; dishonorable; disgraceful.

Contentious: Being argumentative or causing controversy.

Co-opt: To cause or force someone to become part of your group or movement; to use or take control 
of something for your own purposes. 

Delegate: A person designated to represent others. 

Deliberative: Carefully weighing or considering. 

Democratize: To make or become democratic.

Disappearing Quorum: The refusal to vote on a measure though physically present during a meeting 
of a deliberative body. 

Divisive: Forming or expressing division or distribution.

Dupe: A person who is easily deceived. 

Dysfunction: Any malfunctioning part or element. 

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964: An act passed by Congress to combat poverty in the United 
States through work-training programs, urban and rural community action programs, adult education 
programs, and assistance to needy children under the Office of Economic Opportunity in the 
executive branch.  

Electoral College: The Electoral College is the system used by the United States to elect its chief 
executive. The College is outlined in Article II, Section 1 and in the Twelfth and Twenty-Third 
Amendments to the United States Constitution. It calls for each state to be designated a number 
of electors that is equal to the number of senators and representatives in each state. To win the 
presidency, a candidate must receive an absolute majority of votes, currently 270 electoral votes.
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Enlightened Administrator: A member of the government with specialized knowledge or education 
about a specific issue who acts as an administrator for government programs. 

Enumerated Powers: The powers set forth by the Constitution to each branch of government. 

Excess of Democracy: The idea that if there is too much democracy, governing decisions will reflect a 
mob mentality rather than the long-term best interests of the people. 

Executive: The president leads the executive branch of the United States government; the executive is 
tasked with enforcing the laws, acting as commander in chief of the military, and making treaties and 
appointing officers with the advice and consent of the Senate. 

Federal Farmer: An Anti-Federalist writer, thought to be Melancton Smith of New York, who believed 
that “a full and equal representation, is that which possesses the same interests, feelings, opinions, and 
views the people themselves would were they all assembled.” 

Federal Pyramid: When James Wilson referred to the federal pyramid, he was arguing for a 
central government of a “considerable altitude,” or powerful enough to address the injustices and 
inadequacies that the union had experienced under the Articles of Confederation. A stable structure 
required a broad and deep foundation, and to Wilson, that meant a high level of participation by the 
people themselves in choosing their representatives. Wilson believed the new government must be 
both energetic and popular.

Federal Supremacy: Under the Supremacy Clause of Article VI of the Constitution, the Constitution, 
laws, and treaties of the federal government are the supreme law of the land. 

Federal Trade Commission (FTC): An office under the executive branch created by the Federal Trade 
Commission Act in 1914 to promote consumer protection and anticompetitive business practices.  

Federalists: A group of Founders that believed the central government was not strong enough under 
the Articles of Confederation and advocated for the new Constitution.  They believed a bill of rights 
was not needed because the Constitution itself limited the government’s powers. 

Filibuster: The use of obstructive tactics, especially long speeches, by a member of a legislative body 
to prevent the adoption of a measure or force a decision. 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA): the oldest consumer protection regulatory agency in the 
federal bureaucracy. It began with the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906, which prohibited interstate 
commerce in contaminated food or drugs.

Free State: A state that had banned slavery prior to the Civil War and the ratification of the Thirteenth 
Amendment. 
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Gridlock: A situation in which nothing can move or proceed in any direction.

Hepburn Act of 1906: An act by Congress that increased the power of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission by allowing it to set rates for railroad shipping.

Impartial: Not biased; fair; just. 

Impasse: A position or situation from which there is no escape. 

Impeachment: The presentation of formal charges against an elected official. 

Imperialism: The policy of extending the rule or authority of an empire or nation over foreign 
countries. 

Impetuous: Sudden or rash action, emotional; impulsive. 

Implied Powers: Powers of Congress that are said to be implied by the Necessary and Proper Clause in 
Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution even if they are not listed under the enumerated powers in that 
section.

Insurgent: A person who rises in opposition to lawful authority, especially one who engages in armed 
resistance to a government or the execution of its laws. 

Interpose: To put a barrier or obstacle in between or in the way of action. 

Interstate Commerce: The movement of goods or money from one state to another. Congress has the 
power to regulate interstate commerce through Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution. 

Interstate Commerce Act of 1887: An act passed by Congress that regulated interstate commerce 
including transportation of goods between states and established the Interstate Commerce 
Commission.

Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC): An executive agency created under the Interstate 
Commerce Act of 1887 to regulate trade practices.

Joseph Cannon: A member of the Republican Party and Speaker of the House of Representatives from 
1903 to 1911. Cannon was considered to be one of the most dominant Speakers of the House in United 
States history.

Laissez-faire: The practice of noninterference in the affairs of others; the theory or system of 
government that upholds the autonomous character of the economic order, believing that the 
government should intervene as little as possible in economic affairs.
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Lame Duck: An elected official or group of officials who continue in office during the period between 
an election defeat and the new officers’ assumption of the office. 

Legislation:  A law that is made or enacted by a legislature.

Legislature: A deliberative body of persons, usually elected, who make, change, or repeal laws of a 
nation or state; the branch of government that has the power to make laws. 

National Industrial Recovery Act of 1934 (NIRA): An act of Congress to encourage national 
industrial recovery, foster fair competition, provide for public works, and other purposes as part of New 
Deal legislation to combat the Great Depression.

National Recovery Administration (NRA): An executive agency created by the National Industrial 
Recovery Act of 1934 that set production quotas, prices of goods, and wages for each industry. The NRA 
regulated commerce between the states and within states. 

Nationalism: Devotion or loyalty to one’s country. 

New Jersey Plan: A plan introduced by the New Jersey delegation to the Constitutional Convention 
that provided for equal representation of the states in a unicameral legislature—in essence just 
tweaking the Articles of Confederation to revise and strengthen the existing system.

Nullification: The failure or refusal of a U.S. state to enforce a federal law within its limits, usually on 
constitutional grounds.

Oversight: Supervision or care of a task or governmental agency.

Parliament: A legislative body; the legislature of Great Britain made up of the House of Lords and the 
House of Commons.

Parliamentary: Formal rules governing the methods of procedure, discussion, and debate in 
deliberative bodies.

Parliamentary System: A system of government in which there are two chambers of the legislative 
body, but which lacks separation between the executive and the legislative branch. Under a 
parliamentary system, the chief executive, usually called a prime minister, is a member of parliament. 

Patronage: The power to make appointments to government jobs or the power to grant political favors. 

Perpetual Union: A union in which members are not allowed to withdraw or overthrow the 
government. The Articles of Confederation purported to be a government document in which all 
members agreed to be members of a perpetual union. 

Political Party: A group of people who agree on major policies, programs, and practices of government. 
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Pork-barrel: A government appropriation, bill, or policy that supplies federal funds for local 
improvements designed to allow legislators to establish favor with their constituents by benefitting 
local interests even though the project has little or no broader benefit. 

Prime Minister: The head of the government in parliamentary systems. 

Privileged: Favored; entitled.

Procedural: The course or mode of action in conducting legal, parliamentary, or other business 
proceedings.

Progressive/ Progressivism: A person who advocates for progress, change, improvement, or reform; 
the movement of the people who advocate for progress. As the term is often used in the United States, 
Progressives see the Constitution as a living document whose limits on the federal government’s 
powers are obsolete.

Proportional representation: A method of voting by which political parties are given legislative 
representation in proportion to their popular vote. 

Quarrel: An angry argument, dispute or altercation.

Quorum: The minimum number of members needed to conduct business in a deliberative body. 

Ratify/Ratification: formal approval. With respect to the U.S. Constitution, the process required that 
nine of the thirteen original states had to approve the Constitution in order for it to become law. 

Reform: To change by alteration, substitution, or abolition. 

Regulation: A law, rule, or order prescribed by authority. 

Reins: The controlling or directing of power.

Repeal: To officially revoke or withdraw. 

Representation: The state, fact, or right of having one’s interests expressed by delegates in the 
government.

Republic: A state in which the supreme power resides with the citizens who choose government 
representatives directly or indirectly through voting.

Revolt: To break away from or rise against authority. 

Rules Committee: A committee of the House of Representatives that is in charge of determining 
which laws will come to the House floor based on the rules of the House. 
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Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States (1935): A unanimous Supreme Court case that ruled that 
the National Industrial Recovery Act was unconstitutional because the federal government could not 
regulate intrastate trade and because the Congress could not delegate its legislative authority to the 
executive branch. 

Sectionalism: Regard for sectional, or local, interests. 

Select Committee: A legislative panel made up of a small number of legislators who were appointed 
to deal with a specific issue. 

Seniority: Priority, precedence, or status obtained as a result of a person’s length of service or relative 
prestigiousness or authority of their position.

Slave State: A state that had not outlawed slavery prior to the Civil War and the ratification of the 
Thirteenth Amendment. 

Sovereign: The supreme power or authority.

Speaker of the House: The leader of the majority party in the U.S. House of Representatives and 
presiding officer of the House. 

Special Interest Groups (SIGs): A group of people with shared interests who seek support of their 
interests from politicians through legislation, appropriations, or other means. 

Stalwarts/Radical Republicans: A wing of the Republican Party whose platform was an opposition to 
slavery prior to and during the Civil War, fighting for the rights of freed slaves during Reconstruction, 
and punishing the South for the Civil War. 

Stamp Act: An act passed by the British Parliament in 1756 that required colonists pay a tax on every 
piece of printed paper in order to help pay debts accumulated during the French and Indian War. The 
act was repealed in 1766. 

Standing Committee: A permanent legislative panel in the House of Representatives or Senate that 
considers bills, recommends measures, or oversees programs and activities. 

Suffrage: The right to vote.

Tariff: A bill, cost, or charge imposed by the government on imports or exports.

Tenure of Office Act: An act of Congress, in place from 1867 to 1887, which restricted the power of the 
president to remove officials from office without the advice and consent of the Senate. 
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The Jungle by Upton Sinclair (1906): A novel that portrayed the harsh conditions of the meatpacking 
industry in the early twentieth century and led to the passage of the Meat Inspection Act and the Pure 
Food and Drug Act, also in 1906.   

Three-Fifths Clause: A compromise regarding representation determined in the Constitutional 
Convention that counted three-fifths of the enslaved individuals in calculating representation and 
taxation. The clause was adopted as part of the Constitution. 

Transformative: To change in form, appearance, structure, condition, or character. 

Trustee: A person who administers the affairs of others.

Unicameral/Unicameralism: A legislative assembly consisting of one chamber. 

Vetting: To appraise or verify validity or accuracy.

Virginia House of Burgesses: The first representative colonial assembly in the British American 
colonies. 

Virginia Plan: A plan introduced by the Virginia delegation to the Constitutional Convention that 
recommended not just a revision of the existing confederation of sovereign states but the creation of 
a powerful national government that would be supreme over the states. The plan included a bicameral 
legislature in which the lower house was elected by the people of each state and the upper house was 
elected by the members of the lower house. In each chamber, the number of the state’s delegates would 
be based on state population. 

Virtue: Conduct that reflects universal principles of moral and ethical excellence essential to leading 
a worthwhile life and to effective self-government. For many leading Founders, attributes of character 
such as justice, responsibility, perseverance, etc., were thought to flow from an understanding of the 
rights and obligations of men. Virtue is compatible with, but does not require, religious belief.

War Industries Board: An executive agency that directed the wartime economy during World War I. 

Ways and Means Committee: A legislative panel that reviews and makes recommendations for 
government budgets, usually involving taxation. 

Whip: A party manager in a legislative body who secures attendance for voting and directs other 
members.
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